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𝙒𝙝𝙮 𝙖𝙧𝙚 𝙮𝙤𝙪 𝙨𝙤 𝙥𝙧𝙚𝙩𝙩𝙮?!!!! 𝙩𝙚𝙡𝙡 𝙢𝙚!!! a2

Happiness is a butterfly - Lana Del Rey

I privated chapter 54. It's rubbish and boring. Basically, there's a girl called

Nummie. That's all.

April

a14

💦on with the🩸chapter ... a12

**************

Emilia POV

"I used to be so nice and sweet,

But now I'm like fûck you, fûck that,

Fûck everyone." a4

"Look who's the fat one now," Luca laughs evilly at a pregnant Mia who was

stroking her tummy as she walked. a16

I couldn't help but laugh at how ironic it was. Mia was the one who made fun

of April for being bigger when in fact Mia is getting bigger by the days. She

was around four months away from giving birth. a2

"Luca you're funny," Mia says dryly as Luca was sat comfortably on Tyrones

lap. Tyrone had his arms wrapped around his waist gently with his chin on

Luca's shoulder. He kept on kissing his shoulder and it made me realise how

single I was. a15

"Awww thanks bestie!" Luca gives her the middle finger but smiles cheekily

at her. a1

"There's a di erence in being pregnant and going to die because you're

obese," she looks directly at April but she was too busy sketching something

in her notebook to realise. a18

You wanna fight? I'll fight you bitch! Leave April alone! If she dies, then I'll die

with her! Me, Valentina and April should make a girls squad that has no men

allowed. a15

"Oh? Are you talking to me? If I die I'm gonna die with a Chinese bu et in my

tummy," she laughs seeming una ected by Mia's assumptions. a6

"Not this again, Axel get your h0e under control, she out of her cage again,"

Blade shakes his head in his hand but a small smirk tugs at the corner of his

lips. a3

"Baby... don't," Axel disapproves. a10

"Anyways... Axel and I need to think of a name for the baby. It's a boy!!" Mia

claps her hands together and everyone joins in but me. But I had to join to

the trend so I clapped lazily. a4

Aren't you supposed to throw a party when you break the news about the

gender or did they just not care?

"Call it shit," Diego mumbles to himself forcing me to laugh because I

couldn't hold it in. a26

"Call it bîtch squared," Elijah suggests. a12

"Call it ballsack!" Blade o ers with a half smile to Axel who was trying his

best to hide his smirk under his palm. When Mia looks at Axel, he shudders

under he gaze. a9

"I will hit you," Mia threatens Axel but she wasn't being serious because she

ended up resting her head against his shoulder getting comfortable.

"Call it hairy cockbush," Alessandro interferes. A hairy WHAT? a42

"Al-

April couldn't even speak, she was cackling whilst trying to hold her pencil

steady in her hands.

"I was thinking Tyler or something. It's simple and cute I guess," Mia looks up

at Axel and pecks at his lip. Duck. a4

"Ew." Blade snickers and pulls the strings to his hoodie to hide his face and

mu led chuckles. a1

"What's wrong?" Mia asks.

"Nothing! It's a pretty name I guess," Alessandro shrugs and wraps a

protective arm around April. She smiles in response and leans into his touch. a3

"I'm curious. Why would you name someone a er a season in the year? It's

like me naming a kid 'Summer' and it just doesn't sound right," Mia remarks. a14

Isn't Summer and actual name though? If you ask me, any month or season

or number even, fit perfectly for a child. a21

"What's your issue with me? Genuinely curious," April confronts Mia making

her look directly at April. a6

I've noticed that too. Mia just had some kind of grudge or a large amount of

hatred against April for what reason exactly? a4

"Me? I got no problem, babe."

"Yeah, you do. Do you hate me because I'm pretty? Do you hate me because

I'm not rude? Do you dislike me because Alessandro is my boyfriend?" She

dropped her sketch book and her pencil on top of the co ee table. a20

Alessandro's ears perk at the sound of the word 'boyfriend' and in response

he smiles. I never knew they were so uno icial. I realistically thought they

had already established their feelings for each other but it's apparent they

hadn't.

It does make sense. Theoretically April did have more power than Mia and

Axel combine together. Alessandro is seen as a mafia ruler and April was kind

of like a queen now. Mia could be jealous of April's position in the set

hierarchy they have here. a2

So does this mean that April knows? She do right?

"Well it's been fun talking, but there's someone calling me and I need to go,"

Blade laughs and runs from his seat. Luca who was sat next to him in Ty's lap,

was looking at a smirking Blade who was typing rapidly on his phone.

"He's got a booty call!" Luca screams and claps his hands excitedly.

"Damn right I have, it's Aspen, I'll be back soon or tomorrow," the next thing I

bear is the front door slamming shut and a car engine revving outside. a30

Ugh. Aspen. I didn't forget about the part that she knew about my brothers'

work when I was completely oblivious. And she ignored me for weeks and

weeks because of a petty argument with my brothers. Cassidy too.

I've never actually spoke to him in a long time. I do miss him and I think I do

need to resolve the issues I have with him. He's a good guy and I need to talk

to him.

"Am I getting heavy for you?" Luca slides into Blade's old seat. "It must be all

of that chocolate I'm eating. I think I'm getting bigger. WHAT HAPPENED TO

MY METABOLISM?! I had the best in the house. Look at the bread rolls!" Luca

grabs his tummy and slaps it a few times. He used to have faint abs but now

it's just flat. No muscles really. a4

He's still really small so I don't know what he's talking about. But despite him

still being tall, he was definitely short amongst my other brothers. Tyrone

was one hell of a giant. He was just so tall like Alessandro. Another big guy

was Alessandro, he was like a brick wall of muscle and it's definitely

frightening to the naked eye.

"Are you going to answer me? Or stay quiet?"

Mia who was planting Axel with kisses, breaks away to glare horribly at April.

Axel then begins to rub Mia's tummy and kiss the too if it then presses an ear

against it. a6

I'm concerned for the baby actually. I don't think this is the correct

environment for a baby hence why my mum took me away in the first place.

"I don't like you because I don't like you. Is that a problem?" a2

"Yeah it is a problem because you hate me for no reason? Is it because I'm

big?! Is that why?"

No reply.

"Is it?!"

Again, no reply.

"You hate me because I'm big. You know? I'm not even big. I'm not. It's called

genetics-

"So why was Cordelia skinny?" She ask being so out of touch in the

conversation. a1

"Both me and Cordelia have been made fun of for our weight. From a young

age, Cordelia was always told to 'eat a burger' and I was told to eat a salad.

That shit hurts. As much as I loathe my sister, I'll never let someone compare

my struggles to her struggles 'cause they aren't the same! We both went

through di erent thing so don't you dare!"

"My problem because...? a10

"Ooh I swear I'll fvcking kick your pregnant pussy out into space?!" April

jumps from her seat but she's pulled back down by Alessandro and she was

locked down by both of his arms strapped around her waist. a21

Mia! Begone! a8

*************

"Can I talk to you for a sec?" Elijah waits by my door for me to allow him to

enter my bedroom. I was pretty tired at the moment so I was dri ing in and

out of sleep whilst being smuggled deeply in my mass of blankets. a2

"Mhm," I nod and try to blink the exhaust away.

He walks away and takes a seat next to me on the me with his back pushed

up against the headboard with his shoes kicked o .

I had to completely twist on my side to stare at him whilst he was trying to

mutter the words to me. What did he want? Was i in trouble with him?

"So, as you know, Blade, Axel and I went to Brighton a while ago. We never

told you why but I think you can guess."

I shake my head for him to continue.

"We tried looking for Shawn to bring him here-

"Why?" Why would they do that? That's crazy! He wants to kill me half of the

time and the other half he wants to degrade me. What if he comes to hurt

me? He could kill me anytime he wants. They might have just made things

even worse for me.

"Well... we did find him." He concludes with a sigh.

"And...?" I urge for him to continue.

"And he was dead. He was completely dead on the sofa in the living room."

He struggles to look at me. a27

He went into my old house. I wonder what it looks like a er a year of not

being there. I wonder if it looked nicer possibly.

"He had foam in his mouth so I assume he overdosed on ket or something.

But I just wanted you to know he's dead. Completely dead and he won't hurt

you anymore," he assured me with a strong arm wrapped around my

dropped and lazy shoulders. a4

Suddenly I felt more awake and alive at this moment. HE WAS DEAD! I've

never been more ecstatic in my entire life to hear about someone being

dead!

"W-what did you do with the... body?"

"I burnt it. To the bone. Melting fat dripping from his body," he gives me a sad

smile which contrasted his bitter and sinister foul words. a4

So why was he here exactly? I could've gone without know my abuse stepdad

was dead because he already was to me.

Though it hurt me a little. I wanted him to serve more time for what he's

done. I feel cheated almost out of this game.

Kinda like what Je rey Epstein did. He kîlled himself and people were angry

because they wanted him to serve the time he was given. It's kinda what I

was feeling now but it was way more personal. a3

I wanted to see him su er. I wanted to hear his scared as he was being taken

away to prison and locked in a cell for the rest of his life. I wanted him to feel

the pain that I did.

I didn't go through all that trauma just for him to die a year later from an

overdose of ket!

Truly, I felt disgusted almost. Is it bad that I want more justice? The burnt

body isn't enough. a2

"I wanted to see if you were okay. I saw your room. The one in your old house

I mean," he stumbles quickly over his words.

My breaths sharpen with embarrassment to think he saw what I was living in.

Compared to living in this lush and royalty feeling of a lifestyle a er coming

from a dump like that- I felt shameful almost that he had to see that. But he's

family so I'd know he'd never shame me for something I cannot control.

"I'm sorry you lived through that," he gives me a sad smile and pulls me to

his chest as I stare at the wall numbly not feeling my body react.

"You saw." I state feeling shocked and overwhelmed. He's so rich and I've

come from a completely di erent background.

Some days there were never food or electric to keep warm and energised.

Some days I'd have to go without anything at all. Most days I felt too weak to

even stand.

The most I would've been able to eat was an overripe banana and I'd have to

pull through the day with just that.

"We did. I'm so sorry you went through that. I'm glad he's dead," he strokes

my hair as a mechanism of comfort. It works. It stops me from biting the

inside of my cheek and my trembling, shaking chin.

"It's not your fault. Don't apologise." When people apologised to me for what

j went through it makes me feel guilty that they feel the urge to apologise for

something they had no control over. a1

"But it is. We've all disregarded your feelings and dismissed them because

we truly had no idea what it is you went through. Sorry," he kisses my head

and ticks the civets into my shoulder before he stands up and straightens his

shirt. a8

"There was nothing there at all. Nothing to even call it a joke. I hate that you

lived in that dump."

The thing is, it wasn't always a dump. It was a beautiful home but it was

ruined by Shawn and his drug buddies.

"Get a good night sleep, sorellina," he waved goodbye and leaves the door

open because I asked him to.

"Can you leave a light on? It gets scary at night," he stops to smile at me then

twists the small knob to lighten the room a little, lot too much.

"G'night."

**************

In English it was time to read out our essays that we produced over the last

few lesson. I was slightly nervous and the nerves were eating me alive.

We were studying poems and Romeo and Juliet at the same time so I'm

pretty confused on what to focus on at the moment but Romeo and Juliet is

much better than any old poem I've read in class. a5

We were assigned to explain issues in an Elizabethan society and why so

many things were considered taboo. Here goes nothing. My name was next

on the list.

The essay wasn't actually about Romeo and Juliet it was about the

Elizabethan society and what was right and what was wrong but I was I could

do something on Romeo and Juliet.

"Amazing, Karly! Can I suggest that next time you go into greater depth on

why this is di erent from a modern day audience and society next time?" Mr

Farnell recommends to the girl that was sat at the front of the class.

I was always sat in the middle next to Cole with Rain sat behind me. Felix was

also sat in the middle row but at the opposite end of the classroom.

"Up next, Emilia." The teacher claps his hands together and rubs his palms

together. Cute. Felix is cuter though.

"I don't want to-

"Nah ah Miss Russo you can do it. Just shake the nerves o ," that's what they

always say but it's lot just nerves is it? When will teachers ever understand?! a1

"Yeah Emilia! Tell us all about your horrible work," Rain's attempt of insulting

me really didn't do anything to damage me. a15

Take a deep breath. You can do this.

"Issues in society during Elizabethan times which can also be seen in today's

society involve women being pushed below a patriarchal society and being

pushed below men because they were seen as the superior gender. Women

had little to no rights-

"AS IT SHOULD BE! Get back in the kitchen, geek," I remember the blonde

haired dude called Kain, Kelsey's boyfriend, shouts in the room causing

gu aws from his nasty friends. a28

"Out. Now." The teacher points to the door. He packs his things up and leaves

the room winking at me.

"Continue," the teacher bids his head ag me once he finds the courage to

slice the class again.

"Woman had little to no rights and were always forced to work at home and

take care of the families or serve the men. Another issue in Elizabethan

society was that there was a social hierarchy which was ranked by pay and

determined your position on the hierarchy. Still, this issue stands: lower class

people are at the bottom of the chain and people who have higher pay are

placed higher in this chain." I sit back down with my cheeks blushing red

feeling a wave of embarrassment wash over me. a1

No one could muster up any words. Not even a murmur other than Cole

telling me 'congratulations' and Felix giving me the thumbs up.

Gosh I love Felix so much. a8

"Very nice Emilia. I loved the comparison between today and back then.

Excellent work. Very eloquently spoken but I recommend making a third

point to push you that extra step forward onto a grade eight or nine.

Brilliant."

Cole gives me a high five and a small chuckle to show his impressed

expression. a10

"In fact, we can link this to the non existent feminism in contrast to modern

day feminism and how we've moved on from the traditional way of living.

Before, women must of been... too scared almost, but now because we've all

changed through time, we're opening up to the idea of equality from men

being the superiority of society to now being equal and as one. Because if we

work together, we're more functional and we can begin to appreciate each

other much more!"

Sure... let's go with that.

**************

"Where's your homework?" My science teacher, whom I do not know the

name of so I address her by 'Miss', asks me.

My body is wide awake and I search around the desks for nothing of a kind. I

didn't do my homework.

I haven't done any.

"Where is it?" She asks impatiently with his wristed watch on her hip. a4

I've been so bombarded with stress that I hadn't a chance to do anything at

all recently.

Sometimes I'm so stressed with school that I get little to no sleep at night

because I can't stop thinking.

"Umm..."

"Did you do your homework? Yes or no?" She flattens out her beige pencil

skirt that dropped below her knees.

"Well... I hadn't a chance to do it."

"Why's that?" She glances over the boy's homework that was previously

handed in just before me.

"I forgot because I had other homework to do-

"This generation... gosh... they can't do anything right," she hu s whilst she

interrupts me and moves onto Cole who chose to sit next to me. He didn't do

his homework either but the teacher didn't lecture him. She was probably

used to him not handing his homework in. a9

What does she want me to do? Being stressed all the time isn't what I asked

for is it? I do my work in school excellently and try my hardest and I don't

want to go home to spend hours on figuring out what the fûck homeostasis

is. a1

Oh wait! I pay attention in class to know what it is. I don't need to do the

homework when I already know whats going on! a5

This day and age has me messed up. Teachers say they do things to benefit

the he kids at this school but they only do it to get a pay at the end of the

month. a4

I'm stressed out to the max and I can't do anymore of the many homeworks I

have le . I'm drained.

My eyes are heavy and they're purple and blue underneath. Sometimes I feel

my eyes rolling to the back of my head because I'm that exhausted. I need to

sleep and I can't do it!

Slumping down lower in my seat, I feel guilty when I remember all of the

other homework I forgot to do.

"Did you sleep last night? You look tired," he comments, packing my pencil

case away for me at the end of the lesson. a2

"If an hour counts then yeah I did." I reply blankly but I was curious as to why

he's changed now.

"That's dangerous: you should sleep more," he tells me almost like he was

commanding me to do so. What does he care? Didn't he hate me last year?

"I'll sleep when I find time in my schedule," I slam my books on top of each

other and smile at Cole weakly before exiting the classroom and heading out

to the canteen.

"Em!" Felix shouts me over so I trudge lazily over to the table. I was forced to

sit on the opposite side of Rain and Felix. She was sat skin to skin next to

Felix whilst eyeing me up.

"Hi, Emmy," rain mutters.

"Emilia," I cough into my fist to correct her mistake. Only close people can

call me by any nicknames of a sort.

"Did you speak to your dad?" Rain comments. I'd told Felix about what

happened a while back and I haven't spoken to him or even spared him a

look at all. I've tried my hardest to keep my distance from him and it's

resolved conflict so far.

"Yeah what's the deal with that prick?" Felix asks as he takes a large bite into

his pink lady apple.

What was the deal with Romeo? I guess he was just a certified bïtch. a3

"I dunno. He's just the way he is because he's lonely I guess. He's not a nice

person at all-

"Oh you mean like you?" Rain notify a em sweetly like it was the most

obvious thing in the world.

I'll hold my hands up in guilt and say I'm a bitch most of the time, but at a

least I can admit I'm not a nice person without trying to covering it up with a

fake facade.

"If you're suggesting I'm a mean person then correct. Ask me if I care because

I could give two flying butterflies," I respond to her with the same sweetened

attitude.

She's about one word away from getting a fist in her face and I won't hesitate

to do something if it's necessary.

"You guys need to chill," Felix's eyes widen as he tries to steady the hard

tension on the table. a1

"She needs to go away," Rain was squinting daggers at me. Her piecing blue

eyes felt like they were drawing my soul from my body. a6

This isn't going to end well. I could feel every cell of blood boiling in my body

- imaginary steam was raging from my ears.

"You mad?"

Just keep calm.

"Rain can you not?" Felix was staring at her in shock with his hands pressed

coldly against the table.

"What? She looks horrible and her personality is just bland and I can't stand

it anymore," she shrugs like she didn't just insult me. I'm trying my intimate

hardest to not blow right now. a8

"Then why are you here?" Felix breaks nastily. He looks her up and down

them rolls his eyes. a11

"Why not? Can I not stare at her ugliness?" Ouch. That really put a punch in

my heart.

She wounds me. Oh my gosh how an earth will I ever live when she calls me

ugly! Let me go cry in the corner of the room.

Bîtch, stop thinking you're special because that's not the first time I've heard

it.

Standing up, I was more than prepared to sit with my brothers and their

friends because sitting here just isn't helping my pounding headache. Just as

I past, she pulls me back by my long curls and whips a pale hand across my

face leaving it tingling and sore. a2

My hair became tangled in my face from the sudden impact of her palm

stoking across my now crimson red cheek.

"FUCK OFF, OCEAN PISS!" I growl. a1

Grinding my teeth, my hands find their way to her scalp and drag her from

her seat and crawl on top of her until I'm straddling her torso with my hand

slapping her cheek the same way she did to me. a7

She wriggles from underneath me and kicks me in my ribs three times which

completely ruins everything for me. I was rolling around on the floor to take

away the electrifyingly shocking pain that scored through my side.

A er whacking her ankle with my boots, she falls to floor as I concentrate on

taking away some of the fierce pain that felt like it was melting my organs

with hot fire.

Too bad she hadn't finished with me, this was an unfair game and she

unfairly had an advantage over me whilst I was hurled on the floor clutching

my side.

The only thing to my defence was to kick her in the nose which sends her

flying back so I have time to pull myself across the sweaty floor. I had no

other choice; she was lunching me too hard and I couldn't handle them

considering my predicament.

"Rain! What are you doing?" Felix looks her up and down. She looked

perfectly fine other than the slow pacing blood escaping her nose. a1

"Em?!" Diego's figure comes into sight. "What hurts?" He tries to pry my

hands away my ribs but I felt like my skin was being ripped from my body.

"Can you all go away?!" Luca's lip was pouted but he stops for a moment,

"please," he corrects himself. I was trying so hard to not pierce my eyes with

hot tears. a3

A er a few minutes of heavy breathing on the floor, Diego and Luca hell me

to my feet but I kept a pressured hand close to my ribs.

"Is she okay?" Felix asks me, completely ignoring Rain who was accompanied

by Kelsey and her close circle of friends. She held the tissue close to her nose

and drowned the tissue in her nose blood smearing it across each crevice on

her face. a8

I'm seriously contemplating never coming to school again. I should ask

Alessandro to get me away from this school. It's too negative.

"I dunno," Diego bends down to my height to inspect my ribs but when he

tried to touch them I wince and squeak in pain.

"What's going on?" The PE teacher pushes through the audience of students

roughly.

I completely forgot I had PE today. Shît. Am I still going to have to do PE when

I feel like this? Rain seriously needs to fuck o  now. I'm never going to forgive

her for this.

"That was so cool!" A year seven starts giggling and laughing at the terrible

scene that just unfolded in front of his eyes. FÛCKING year sevens. They're

irritating little rats. They're always in everyone's way. a45

"O ice. Now." The teacher points the way to the o ice so Diego follows but

tells Luca to stay behind with Jayden.

"YOU KNOW MAYBE IF YOU WEREN'T UGLY THEN WE WOULDN'T BE IN THIS

SITUATION WOULD WE?!" Rain stammers at the top of her lungs but it

sounded nasally because her nose was pinched at the bridge. a10

"Shut the fûck up, pissy pants," Cole had his ears plugged with his fingers. He

was sat on the chairs outside the o ice waiting to be called in.

I felt like bursting out into tears. My nose was twitching tremendously and

my legs were shaking but not from fear, from my jittery nerves.

"You good? What happened to you?" Cole whispers into my ear making me

scared for a moment.

I didn't respond, if I did I felt like I would cry. The pain was becoming

unbelievably di icult to handle. It felt like I was burning alive. It just

throbbed and stung like someone was tearing my ribs limb from limb.

"Do you need a hug-

"COLE!! What are you doing hanging around her?!" Kelsey was raging down

the halls and tried to pull him from his seat but he insisted that he sat next to

me.

I'd consider him a friend now. He's a nice guy. He wasn't before but he is now.

I really just wanted Felix if I'm honest. a5

"Can I go home?" I ask Diego as my arms wrapped themselves around his

arm for comfort. a1

"Emilia Russo? Come with me. You too," she clicks her hand at Rain like an

obedient dog.

Was I going to be in trouble? She made the first move by pulling on my hair

when I was walking away from them to prevent anymore conflict. All of this

because I kissed Felix in front of her once? If she wants I'll give him a snog.

"What happened out there?"

Silence. Other than the harsh deadly looks Rain was giving me through

webbed eyes.

"We can stay here all day or I can put you detention. Whatever works best for

you?"

"She said I was ugly." I mumbled but the teacher heard me and sighed with

her hands folded over each other.

She did though. It's hurts when someone tells you that. But it was true. I

wasn't exactly pretty but I wasn't exactly ugly either. NO! We're all beautiful

so that dispute has been solved.

"Did you?" She looks for a response from Rain. She turns her head in guilt

and fiddles with her hands.

"Yes BUT-

"No buts." a2

The teacher begins to write things down in the notepad on her desk whilst

looking up between us. If I get a detention then I won't be attending.

"Who made the first move?"

"She did!" We both point to one another but she gasps and growls when she

sees my pointed hand.

"So who was it?"

"Rain." It was true! It wasn't like I was lying. She started it first by pulling me

by my hair.

"And why did you pull her hair?" She looked tired. The teacher just looked

exhausted. I sympathise for her honestly; she deals with this all the time and I

don't need to be stressing her out either do I? a1

"SHE KISSED MY BOYFRIEND!" a5

Hold up- EXCUSE ME?! I know she did not just say that. I've thought about

Felix being my boyfriend and I've openly said it once, but this is just petty. He

doesn't he can she likes him!

"And who is your boyfriend?"

Maybe I should put her to Felix. Or is that just mean of me? She kicked me in

the ribs and had made a mockery of me more than once so I get to do this to

her.

"She thinks her boyfriend is Felix Smith but he's not. He's single and she's

gone crazy. Loco you know?" My voice was still shakes. My breathing was still

hitched and uneasy from the twisting pain in my ribs.

Are they broken?

"EMILIA!" Rain throws her bloody tissue at me and I squirm in disgust. a2

"I HATE YOU!"

The feeling is mutual. To think we went from being close friends that we

confided in exam other to being our worst enemies. She caused this that day

she sat with Kelsey and insulted me based on my past life.

"Rain... sit down."

"Woof woof doggy. Sit." I try to mess around with her but her hands grind

against arm of the chair. a8

"Emilia, you can go," she dismisses me from the room so as carefully and

diligently as I can, I trail to door trying to dismiss the awful stabbing pain in

my body. I was on fire. Not because I was hot either.

"URGH!" A squeaking shriek escaped Rain's mount as I closed the door

behind me.

"Em?" I walk as fast as my weakness as muster straight past Diego and

through the canteen. It was getting much tougher to ignore the

discomforting cramp. Almost felt like there was a rusty ragged knife wedged

between my ribs separating them.

Walking over to Felix, I waste no time asking to use his phone. I le  mine at

home and I knew he had Blade's number still in his contacts.

"Oh my gosh!" Felix swings me around and plays numerous kisses on my

cheek lightening the mood a little. a12

I tried my best to not flood my cheeks with hot tears when he smushed my

ribs. The pain was slowly going and fading into a throb.

"Felix, can I call Blade?" I begin to sni le and swallow the lump in my throat.

"Yeah sure."

***************

"Are you going to tell me what's wrong? And why you pulled me out of work

to come and pick you up?" He open the door a er ten minutes of silence.

The more I spoke the more it gave my throat the freedom to let the lump rise

into my mouth which would only make me cry.

"Mila... tell me."

"My ribs hurt. Like really badly because I got in a fight with Rain today and

she kicked me really freaking hard and I think my ribs are bruised or

something because they're throbbing. She also called me ugly and I'm not

ugly am I? I've been called ugly before but never by my friend - ex friend - so

it hurts really bad probably even more than the pin in my side- a1

"It's been a rough day has it? I'm sorry for that rat. You're prefect the way you

are! Don't let an ignorant basic girl get the better of you," blade pulls me in

for a ginormous embrace. a15

I really appreciated this. Considering I haven't been feeling that well in terms

of my mental health, he really made me feel warmer.

Shawn is dead. I lost my friend. I'm hurting. Physically and mentally.

Shouldn't I be happy he's dead? But a part of me feel quite guilty that I do

feel so happy about his death.

I wipe my tears away with my jumper sleeve. "Thank you."

"You're good. C'mon, we have a Mulan marathon ahead of us since there's

still a few hours le  of school," he wraps his arm around my shoulder and

scrunches my curly hair. a7

As we walk into the house, I wish I'd have closed my eyes sooner.

Elijah and Axel were dragging a body down the stairs leaving strain of liquid

crimson along the way.

His organs were spilling from his torso and a thick layer of skin and fat

grinder against the floor leaving little clumps and clots of yellow fat that was

accustomed to his hideous star of body. a30

"WHAT THE HECK?!" Blade covers my eyes but it was too late. I'd already

send the gory details that stuck to my mind like superglue.

It's like a dead body every week at this point. How many deaths will I have to

go through until I'm dead?

That's when I realised who they was. Tate. One of the three men who

tortured me all that time. His mark that he painted on my canvas of a body.

The one striking and dragged scar that rushes from the crevice of my bony

shoulders to my pelvis bone. a7

The same night that I turned a teenager. The night I was forced to grow up

and manage fro myself. Again, I'm still being selfish.

There's many people who have it worse than me and I'm still feeling tortured

and terrorised by many bad nights in my life.

Just make it stop.

"Shhhh baby. It won't hurt, I like to see you writhe under me," he draws the

dagger and fondles with my shirt until I'm displayed naked for his eyes to

see.

Just breathe.

He pierces my already bruised purple skin with the rusty tip of the dagger

and trails it down to my pelvic bone until a flowing trail of trickle torture

flows elegantly but dangerously down the trunk to my body and onto the

floor.

"Shît." Elijah mutters and tries to pull the body harder away from my sight.

"Mimi! Feed ducks with me so we go quack quack and eat soggy bread like

the pigeons and birds!!" Valentina came to the rescue when she whacked

Blade hard around the head with the loaf of bread until he was rolling on the

floor. She snatches the car keys from his pocket and pulls me out of the

house ensuring to lock the door. a2

Waddling, she resembles a penguin perfectly but it fails to make me even

curve a smile. What did I just witness?!

"Mr Meany McTate tripped over a knife then his guts fell out of his body! I'm

innocent," she holds her hands together like she's praying then unlocks the

car and pushes me in roughly. a9

"Val... slow down please and let me catch my breath!" I throw my head by

and drag my hands down my face until my face is disoriented.

She slows down the car and drives at wonky pace and that's when I realise I

don't think she has a driver's license. a5

She couldn't keep the car in a straight line for more than three minutes which

was quite worrying but I've survived Blade's car trips so I can handle this too.

I was still trying to wrap my head around what I just witnessed. We're big

brother right or wrong for what they did? What they did was morally wrong

but it looked so right.

Tate. He's dead. And I can assure you Michael is probably next. This just shot

a thought into my mind: I don't think Shawn died because he himself took

too many drugs, it's because my brothers drugged him!!

"QUACK QUACK. BAWK BAWK BAWK BAWKKKKK!!" Val clucks her arms like

she's imitating a chicken and throws slices of bread out into the masses and

swarms of pigeons and chucks some into the water for the pecking ducks. a3

She's special. She truly is. a6

When the bread had finally all gone, Val made herself comfortable in the

grass next to a man that looked roughly her age too. They found a similarity

in reading and nature around them.

Again, still no emotions bubbling inside of me. I felt so... empty yet

overwhelmed. a2

I couldn't care less that it was Tate who was dead because I think he deserves

anything that comes at him, but it's just so disturbing to see a body like that.

"Emilia? Nice seeing you here," Tiana and Gert take a seat next to me on the

bench peering out to the lake.

I forgot they lived with each other. Do you think they're in a relationship?

They were awfully close to just be friends if you ask me. a1

Or they could genuinely be close friends but I'm not sure.

They still held hands tightly whilst still being sat next to me. Somethings

fishy. If they are in a relationship then congratulations! But I don't want to

assume things just because they're holding hands.

AND WEARING RINGS!! a5

Oh calm down. Stop assuming things all the time when it could just be

nothing.

"Hi." I mumbled, not showing if fragrances of emotion because right now, I'm

unavailable for any discussions when I drowning in my deep thoughts.

"Why are you out here? You look cold," Gert takes her Burberry scarf away

from her neck and trails it around mine until it drapes over my shoulders. I

was still in my school jumper and a skirt and tights. It was grey moody clouds

and fairly strong winds. a6

"I'm just thinking."

"You do a lot of that," Tiana chuckles and sips on her Costa hot chocolate.

I do think a lot. Too much some might say but it's a habit that I Sheba where I

won't stop thinking until I find the answer or figure or come to some kind of

solution then I'll be able to stop thinking so hard.

"How's Axel?" Why him?

"He's a dad. Soon to be anyways. Not my problem," I growl lowly thinking

about Axel.

It's crazy how he went from my saviour to my worst enemy. Almost enemy.

He went from being my best brother to being the worst. I'm not entirely sure

if I can get back to that place with him. a2

"He's going to be a dad?! To who?!" Gertrude was overly excited but it didn't

match how I was feeling at all.

"My social worker."

"Tia? Ria? Mia? Can't remember her name but oh my gosh," Gert holds a

hand over her mouth in shock. a3

"Yeah Mia. Listen I'm going home, I'm too cold so I'll be waiting in Blade's car.

I hope to see you soon," I o er to give Gertrude her scarf back but she

declined nicely.

"Keep it. I have like... fi y of the same ones," she laugh and assured Tiana's

hand in her the smiles at me before strolling down the muddy path.

**********

A er waiting tediously in the car for like an hour, Val finally drives us home

but she doesn't let me in first, she likes her head around the corner of the

door to see if it is still there. Luckily for me it wasn't.

Was I supposed to feel bad? Because I felt relieved.

"Bambina-

Elijah tried to touch me with the delicacy of his palm but I stagger back and

flinch waiting for an impact from his fist.

Elijah did something good for me but there's a small pinching feeling inside

the pit of my stomach that erupts when I see him. To n ow what he's capable

of just doesn't sit right with me.

"Gosh, I'm sorry," he holds my head to his chest so I slither my arms around

him to hold him close.

Once we're apart, I still see the sticky blood that was being scrubbed by

cleaners in hazmats and Axel who looked rough with his blood stained shirt

and bloody hands.

"Did you have a nice time at the park?" Romeo comforted so ly for the first

time.

"Fine."

"Do you want some pasta? I'm using Nonna's recipe. Valentina disappeared

for a while so I had to start without her," he added. Food was the last thing on

my mind. S'almost like seeing a bloody corpse is natural around here.

I'm not too keen on this idea of killing everyone anymore. Unless it's justified

of course.

"C-can Felix come? Please. I really need him right now," I sobbed, lacing my

fingers together. a1

He thought about it for a moment but then he nodded his head in

agreement. So I kicked up my phone and texted him to come over for dinner

and he complied. a1

"Just this once. I know you're not good right now," he throws a lettuce leaf at

me as he begins the salad.

Many moments of silence pass as I wait for Felix to arrive but he won't be

here for another hour so I stay in the kitchen watching Romeo chop rapidly at

the onions.

"Is Michael next?" I inquired with a mumble.

"I dunno. I have no idea why these men are so I can't help you," he shrugs

lazily.

"Why did you hate mum? Is there a reason?"

He wasn't the nicest man to her. My brothers have said he treat her like a rag

doll on many occasions so I want to know why. He's no better than Shawn if

he's done that.

"She cheated. With the same guy for years and years," he takes a large breath

like it was di icult for him to talk about. a23

"Cheated as in..."

"Sėx? Yeah. Caught them both in my bed."

Oh. It still doesn't excuse him hitting her. No matter what they did wrong

there must have been a reason as to why she felt the need to cheat and be

happy with another man.

"Who was the guy?"

"My best friend," he explains shortly. That sounds complicated. I've never

thought my mum would be capable of such betrayal. a7

"Why did she feel the need to cheat?" a2

"Hmm... I'm not sure. We were happily in love one moment and then she was

crazy the next. You might think I'm a terrible man, which I am, but don't just

blame the failed relationship between me and your mum all on me." He

sounded frustrated and angry almost.

I've always blamed it all on him but I'm not too sure now. Maybe my mum

wasn't the person I thought she was.

"I think just a er Axel was born, she started acting out. I was embarrassed.

What mafia ruler lets his wife get away with such foul play? I didn't want to

hurt her but I had to for my reputation. Then she tried to play the victim card

and act like she didn't hit me with a vase of flowers a er I caught her

cheating with my friend for like the fi ieth time," he was slicing the knife

through the onions at a faster and hungry pace. a6

This is a thought: I might not be his child then. If she was cheating on Romeo

with someone else, there's a possibility I ohhh not even be his family at all.

"So am I... am I your child?" My question catches him o  guard. But it's a

serious question.

I looked nothing like him at all. Oh shit. Neither did Blade or the twins. We

had a smaller build in comparison to Axel, Lijah and Ally. a24

"I-I-I-

He couldn't get his words out. This must be something he's never even

thought about before. Would he disown me? Would he kick me out of the

house if I wasn't his child?

"I don't know. Genuinely. I've never through about that before until today,"

he friend but I could see how fast his chest was heaving.

"You aren't my dad are you." It wasn't a question. More like a statement of

sort. It was almost like I knew. To see him panicking like this meant he

doubted himself also. a4

"Are you going to kick me out?" I squeak.

He stared at me for a long moment before sighing and taking a seat opposite

me.

"I don't care if you came from my ballsack or not, you're my kid. You might

not consider me family yet but you're still my child and I'm your father." a41

Says the guy who kicked me out for talking back. No wonders what he's do if

I wasn't his kid. He'd kill me.

I can't be assuming things just yet but if what I'm thinking I'd true, then that

means Alessandro, Lijah and Axel aren't actually my brothers. They're half. a4

"EM!" The door open and Felix comes rushing in to swing me around in a

circle until I'm dizzy.

I'll always have Felix though. That's a bonus. a1

"Ow," I rub the side of my ribs because I moved way too quickly.

"Sorry," he kisses my cheek and I watch an uncomfortable Romeo shi  and

continue his chopping on the chopping board.

"Hi Mr Russo!" Felix shakes his hands enthusiastically but Romeo chooses to

ignore him.

Today just isn't my day. I felt... di erent. My 'dad' might not actually be my

dad and half of my brothers might not even be my brothers. a5

But my questions were: who is my dad? Who is my mum? Why did she lie?

Why wasn't she the person I thought she was? a10

"C'mon. He's not feeling too good," I take his hand in mine and take him up

to my bedroom. The blood was all cleared up now and it le  a horrible

bleach smell all the way up to my room where I spray some perfume to cover

the smell.

"You look tired," Felix pours his lips playfully and moves a strand of hair away

from my eyes to run a finger over my purple eye bags. a3

Don't look at his lips! a2

"Hehe, I am," I chuckle and walk past him to avoid look at his plump, luscious

lips that were tinted pink.

He'd never want to kiss me anyways. Other than on the cheek. I mean... we

have kissed on the lips plenty of times when we met each tiger but that's not

romantic. That's just because we're close friends. a27

"So," he lays down next to me on the bed shimmying under the covers to hug

me with the remote in his hands to put on a movie.

We scrolled through Disney for a while until we stumbled across Edward

Scissor Hands and pressed play.

"Johnny Depp has my heart honestly." I mumble as I watch him use his

talented hands to chop the tree into di erent shapes. He's just so talented

and incredible at acting. Existing on the same planet as him was a blessing. a2

"What about me?!" He tickles me for a short second. "Obviously you first," I

roll my eyes but I was joking. a11

Though it was far from a joke because he really did have my heart. It's a

shame he can't smell my undeniable feelings for him. a2

"I thought so."

That's the last thing I heard before my eyes flutter to sleep until I'm trapped

in a serene, abyssal darkness in which I wish to stay in forever.

**************

Hey ;) you look A M A Z I N G. DROOL WORTHY!! a12

I'm actually on time today with the upload so I hope you enjoyed it and

ignore the large amounts of mistakes there is in this chapters.

Question:

Is a hotdog a sandwich? Is cereal soup or a drink? Or is it a food? a17

Xoxo 💋 Demi 🕳

[8228 words in this chapter lol]
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